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Two People, One Little Free
Library: An Adventure
A tiny library brings out the best and not-so-best in a couple
amid pandemic times
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he post arrives ,rst, in a long, rectangular box the UPS guy

props against our porch railing. He rings the bell and is

disappearing into his familiar brown truck when I open the door.

“What the hell is that?” asks my husband. He has crept up behind

me. We spend a lot of time together during these pandemic days.

“It’s the post part of my Little Free Library,” I say. “I got one to

mark my big birthday this year.” I turn sixty in October.

“How much did it cost?” he asks.

“Never mind that,” I say. “Anyway, it’s my birthday present from

you. You’re welcome.”

T
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My husband looks thoughtful for a beat, then heads for the garage

to retrieve his box cutter. He is not one to leave a box unopened,

even if he knows it basically holds a big stick. As he prepares to

slice into the taped ends, he glances at the return address. “Where

do these come from?”

“‘All libraries and kits are made by Amish craftsmen who take

pride in their workmanship,’” I quote from the con,rmation email

I received two weeks prior. My husband pulls the four-by-four

composite post from the box and eyes it warily. “Shouldn’t there

be screw holes somewhere?” he asks. He examines the separate

metal screw-in base even more warily. It looks like something

from a futuristic action thriller that might shoot laser beams. He

tilts the box up a ,nal time and a piece of metal clangs onto the

porch.

“Oh,” I say, remembering the website video. “You just put that

piece of rebar through the side holes of the base and twist it into

the ground. It takes thirty seconds. I can show you the video.”

My husband decides it’s time to disappear for a while and heads

for his computer. I lug the screw-in library base, post, and rebar

into the garage until the main event — my tiny maroon library —

arrives. I wait and wait. After a couple of weeks, I send an email

asking when I can expect the rest of my Little Free Library. An

employee responds promptly. “Our one Amish builder is able to

ship the post/topper right away,” she says. “It takes our other

Amish builder a little longer to ,nish, package, and ship the
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library.” Reassured, I get on with other things. Finally, one day

when I’m running errands, my husband texts me that there’s a big

box on our porch.

Sure enough, as I discover once I get home, it’s the Little Library

proper. They are quite heavy, considering their compact size, and

we move ours to the garage with eVort to await installation. That

is, my husband carries it while I trail behind, warning him not to

drop it.

Chicago is known for its frigid winters, but its brief summers can

be brutally hot, and this August is no diVerent. We wait until the

hottest day of the year, the following Saturday, when we can

install the Little Library during the hottest few hours of the day.

“Why now?” I ask when my husband calls to me from the top of

stairs. I have been in the basement, quilting away happily in its

cool depths.

“If not now, when?” he responds cryptically. Since I am depending

on his good will, tool expertise, and muscles, I withhold further

comment while I fetch our hats. Soon we have arranged the

components of the Little Library onto a patch of crispy brown

grass near the sidewalk out front. A jogger slogs by, soaked with

sweat, clutching a water bottle. She eyes us, wondering what

we’re up to, then continues her slow progress down the street and

around the corner. We are still looking at the instructions.

“Dammit,” says my husband. “Of course I didn’t bring the right
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drill bits.” He shakes his head and trudges back toward the house,

and I sink down to sit cross-legged near the end of my driveway. I

think about how gratifying it will be to have a Little Free Library.

Then I wonder if teenage pranksters might put a cherry bomb in it

or something. Jimmie, who plagued me during a few years of my

childhood, certainly would have done that — or worse. But no: I

will not think anxious thoughts. There are plenty of those going

around these days, and I will not be distracted by doom-thinking

on a small scale.

My husband has some issues

with TV shows that make

building a house from the

ground up in one week or less

seem not only doable but fun.

Things always ,t perfectly.

The right tools are always at

hand. Everything is even and

secure. When the project is

complete, the attractive, tidy

people smile proudly yet

modestly at their success.

This is ridiculous, my

husband has indicated more

than once, frowning at the

screen. Within ,fteen

minutes of attempting to

install our Little Library, I am
Photo: Andres Simon/Unsplash.com
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firmly in his camp. The effort we expend over the next couple of 
hours seems as major as any that has gone into building one of 
those instahouses.

Sure, we aren’t building a house, but we are Doing a Thing — a  
Very Hard, Sweaty Thing. True, some Amish carpenters took 

care of a few details, but we are Drilling Holes and Overheating 

Tools. Yes, we don’t look remotely pulled together, but we are 

Erecting a Library! Curious curls of composite material spiral from 

the drill as my husband toils away, gasping in the heat. I stand by 

like an operating room nurse, placing items in his outstretched 

hand and taking those he hands oV. Now and then I encourage 

him to take a water break. I routinely handle thousand-pound 

horses and cart around my own kayaks; I can dig around my yard 

for hours, moving plants here and there. But I will admit that on 

this particular heatstroke-inducing day in our suburban Highland 
Park yard, I am grateful that my husband takes the lead in 
assembling my Little Library. For his help, I decide it is our Little 
Library.

Eventually, with a ,nal satisfying zoot! from his drill, “we” 

have ,rmly attached the library housing to the post topper. My 
husband adjusts the shelf and shuts the glass door with a 
satisfying click. We step back to admire it. We are in business, once 

we stock it with books.
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After cooling oV inside we gaze around our bookshelves,

pondering stock options. What books can we bear to part with?

What might interest readers? Who are the readers in our

community, anyway? My husband and I know our neighbors, of

course, but with them we mainly discuss things like crabgrass and

roofers, or that old standby, the weather. We will simply have to

choose from our eclectic book collection and hope our taste

dovetails with that of our neighbors.

. . .

ithin a few minutes our arms are full, and we step outside

again, ,ll our Little Library, and peer in through the

window to see if the book display is artful enough. I make a few

adjustments. Silently, I read the spines of my husband’s selections.

I’m doubtful that Rats will appeal to many people, but I don’t

want to say anything, not after all of his help. Still — Ancient Israel

— the Former Prophets: Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings! “Are

you sure people will be interested in that book?” I ask, pointing at

the tome. It’s so wide it takes up a quarter of the bottom shelf. I

picture the library sinking further into the ground, weighted by its

heavy subject matter. “It looks like something religious studies

majors might read.”

“It’s fantastic! I’m only giving this one away because I have the

expanded three-book series.”

I forget my vow. “What about Rats? Really? In the midst of a

W
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pandemic? Don’t you think people might want something a bit

more fun to read?”

“It’s interesting. And so is Heretics and Heroes,” he adds,

monitoring my eye movements along his row. I frown but leave

well enough alone. Truth be told, my own contributions are a bit

dense. I’m glad I found a copy of The Time Traveler’s Wife to wedge

beside Anna Karenina.

Later that evening I’m standing in the driveway, watering our

narrow strip of lawn, when I see my husband emerge from the

house with more books. He nods politely at me but keeps his eyes

averted as he heads for our Little Library. I am immediately

suspicious. He opens the door and starts to arrange the

paperbacks along the top shelf. I drop the hose, leaving the water

to hiss into the hydrangeas, and walk over to the library. I peer

over his shoulder.

“Hey! Those are mine!”

“You never read them.” He looks guilty.

“I love Sebastian Junger and Jon Krakauer! Don’t take my books!”

I elbow him aside and remove The Perfect Storm, Into the Wild,

and Under the Banner of Heaven, cradling them against my chest

protectively. My husband promises not to plunder my books again

after I suggest I might donate some of his favorites, including his

Jeeves and Wooster collection.
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I notice that so far only The Time Traveler’s Wife has disappeared.

“We might need to ,nd some popular books,” I say. My husband

looks through the window at the books. I turn and pick up the

hose.

. . .

ater, standing at my kitchen counter, I open my laptop and

query the Twittersphere to ,nd out what people think of

Little Libraries. Soon I have more than thirty responses. Some are

from other Little Free Library “stewards,” as we are called. Dawn

Stahl (@PurplePenning) has a Facebook page for her Little

Library, which is a mini-version of her house, with the same paint,

trim, and roodine. “I love them!” she says, which is evident. I wish

I could visit and have tea on her lawn, enjoying the harmony

between her big house and her Little Library. Or maybe wine.

Wine would be ,ne.

Most responses are from people who report on the Little Libraries

near them. “The closest one to me is actually right at my

apartment building,” says Holly Simmons (@redpentweeting),

“and I absolutely use it, both to get new books and give away ones

I’m ready to part with.” Others say they have never taken a book

despite looking through the collections. “I have only ever found

one book I wanted to read,” says Tyler Pearce (@TylerRebecca

Pea). “Admittedly, I am a literary snob.” I am impressed with her

honesty. I wonder if Tyler, who lives in Winnipeg, would read any

of my husband’s books, but I decide not to ask. The point is to

L
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appeal to readers in my neighborhood, not Canada.

The ,nal Tweet lingers with me the longest. “My dad is an author

who died during the shutdown,” says Donna Kashian

(@dkashian). “I inherited boxes of his books. I keep a box in my

car and put them in free libraries with a note. I want people to

read his books.” I am so moved that I have to sit down and think

about this, and also wipe my eyes. What a lucky dad, and what a

lovely daughter. I hope someone puts books half as meaningful to

them in my Little Library one day.

. . .

decide to call my mother, a retired librarian, to get some

advice. She ran the Dale City Neighborhood Library in

Northern Virginia for many years, so she knows a thing or two

about compact collections. “Give me a few minutes to think about

it,” she says. Within ,fteen minutes I am scrolling through a long

list of authors my mother promises will move books through my

collection, including Danielle Steel, Tom Clancy, Jodi Picoult, and

Scott Turow. “Don’t forget mysteries,” she adds. “And Anne Tyler.”

I head for my local library, which sells donated books at bargain

rates. They aren’t accepting donations at this coronavirus

moment, but there are still plenty of good-quality secondhand

books available. I adjust my mask, push through the Highland

Park Library’s heavy doors into the welcome smell of old building

plus books, and snag a few popular titles. I hustle them home and

I
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arrange them in my Little Library for maximum curb appeal.

I also rummage around in my

basement, where I have

stored favorite books I once

read to my grown children. I

add The Velveteen Rabbit and

Hop on Pop, then move into

the 1990s with The Rainbow

Fish and Stellaluna. Next I

assess my cookbook

collection. Why do I have so

many books devoted to soup?

I add one of those to the Little

Library, along with a book on beginner’s knitting, which was a fail

with me, hobby-wise.

The next morning my husband retrieves his book on ancient

Israel, looking aggrieved, and returns it to the shelves in our

house. I notice that some of the other books have disappeared,

including the ones on soup and knitting. Someone has left a copy

of Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine, which is completely ,ne

with me.

I am much more than ,ne with my Little Free Library. I linger in

the morning sunlight next to the diminutive mental-escape hatch,

listening to birdsong and the distant shore break of Lake

Michigan. During these pandemic times, when I can freestyle
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anxiety with Olympian skill, this tiny trove of books soothes my

nerves — and, I hope, those of my neighbors. Inside, my husband

has returned to his reading chair. I thank him again for helping

me with my project. “Good news!” I add. “Since our ,rst Little

Library is a hit, I ordered another one for the other side of the

driveway.”

He looks at me for a few seconds. “I don’t think that’s a good

idea,” he says, slowly. I vacillate between enjoying my little joke

and being alarmed that he actually thinks I’m crazy. Which I

suppose I am: crazy about my Little Free Library.
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